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Under the support of the NASA Innovative Advanced Concepts program, the University of Maryland Space
Systems Laboratory has been developing the BioBot concept for initial Earth-analogue testing. One of the
primary factors limiting EVA duration and astronaut fatigue is the weight of the portable life support system
(PLSS) in the spacesuit backpack. Current plans for the xEMU suit for Artemis will more than double the mass
of the Apollo PLSS, with concomitant impact on astronaut fatigue rates and ability to pursue science leads into
difficult planetary terrains. The BioBot concept is an autonomous rover which follows the EVA crew carrying
the primary life support system, relieving them of the physiological burden of carrying the weight of the PLSS
in a lunar or Mars gravity field. The BioBot rover carries a robotic system for minding the umbilical that
provides life support to the suit, ensuring the umbilical is free of all potential obstacles while allowing the EVA
crew free range within a 5m radius of the rover. Adding the capability for the rover to autonomously follow
the EVA crew presents the potential of unrestricted walking travel for EVA exploration activities without the
carried weight of the full PLSS. The BioBot system consists of the rover, robotic umbilical handling system, the
spacesuit modifications to accept umbilical-supplied consumables and en route recharge of the short-duration
PLSS carried in the backpack, but this paper focuses on the central component which is the “linchpin” of the
entire concept; the uniquely-capable rover and the design responses to the suite of requirements arising from
both its role as an EVA support rover and the constraints placed on the design from the rest of the BioBot
systems architecture.

Nomenclature

CLPS Commercial Lunar Payload Services
DOF Degree Of Freedom
DYMAFLEX DYnamics MAnipulator FLight EXperiment
EVA Extravehicular Activity
LRV Lunar Roving Vehicle
NIAC NASA Innovative Advanced Concepts
PLSS Portable Life Support System
ROS Robot Operating System
RRT Rapidly-exploring Random Tree
SSL Space Systems Laboratory
SST Stable Sparse RRT
UMd University of Maryland
VERTEX Vehicle for Extraterrestrial Research, Transportation, and Exploration
xEMU Exploration Extravehicular Mobility Unit

I. Introduction

With the resumption of human lunar exploration and plans for eventual Mars landings, extravehicular activities
(EVAs) in gravitational environments will again become a primary focus of the human spaceflight program. Geological
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exploration in early missions will require daily EVAs, rather than the roughly monthly sorties on International Space
Station. Even in the reduced gravity of the Moon, EVA system weight on the crew will be the predominant factor
in crew performance, fatigue, and safety; the largest single item contributing to this is the weight of the portable life
support system. Under NASA NIAC sponsorship, the University of Maryland has been investigating the “BioBot”
concept, using a highly capable rover to accompany each EVA crew, carrying their life support system and supplying
necessary consumables via a robotically-tended umbilical.

Under the BioBot concept of operations, an astronaut at a lunar or Mars habitat would egress the airlock using
a limited-duration backpack-mounted life support system, and, upon reaching the BioBot rover, the astronaut would
attach to a rover-mounted umbilical. From that point on, the life support functions for the EVA would be supplied
by the BioBot rover, including consumables such as oxygen, water, and power. The rover would also work as a
communications relay, providing longer-range communications than would be practical in a suit-mounted system.
Based on the results of trade studies on the size and capabilities of the support rover [1], the rover would be sized to
allow the user to drive between exploration sites, reducing crew physiological workload and reducing consumables
usage. Since EVA would only be performed in pairs, there would be a BioBot rover for each crew; the design was
based on being able to predeploy two BioBot systems on a single Commercial Lunar Payload Services (CLPS) lander
before the arrival of the crew. In the event of a systems failure, both EVA crew could ride on the functional BioBot
and share life support during the return to the surface habitat, thus eliminating the “walk-back” criteria limiting EVA
crew to traverse distances which allow them to walk back to the base within remaining life support capabilities. When
the EVA crew leaves the rover for exploration, a robotic arm mounted on the rover will tend the umbilical, allowing
the crew to move freely within a 5m radius of BioBot, on slopes up to 30° (Figure 1). As the crew approaches the
limits of the work envelope, the rover will autonomously adjust position to allow essentially unrestricted access in
trafficable terrain without direct input by the EVA crew. There will always be areas difficult for the rover to traverse
which can be accessed by the EVA crew; these regions may be the most interesting scientifically, and for that reason
the system will allow the astronaut to temporarily release their umbilical and proceed without the rover for a limited
time by using their personal life support. Upcoming field tests will investigate the effect of independent time limits on
science operations, which will allow a quantitative trade study between independent duration and backpack weight. At
the end of the independent traverse, the EVA crew will once again hook up to the BioBot umbilical, and while attached
the system will recharge the backpack life support consumables [2].

Figure 1. BioBot concept supporting EVA crew on 30° slope
including VERTEX rover and umbilical tending robotic arm

Under the support of the NASA Innovative Ad-
vanced Concepts (NIAC) program, the University of
Maryland undertook the development of an Earth ana-
logue BioBot system for field testing and assessment
of the concept. Under the original schedule, this paper
would be reporting on initial systems testing of the com-
pleted vehicle. However, due to the “double whammy”
of COVID-19 and supply chain failures, the system is
still in final assembly and integration, and testing is
slated to begin in the summer of 2022. This paper will
therefore focus on the core critical system for a func-
tional Earth-analogue BioBot system: the roving vehi-
cle. As will be detailed below, the BioBot application
mandates a number of capabilities outside the range of
typical unpressurized rover concepts which our rover,
the Vehicle for Extraterrestrial Research, Transportation,
and Exploration (VERTEX) system, was designed to
meet. This has resulted in a unique and highly capable
roving vehicle that serves as the mobility platform for BioBot concept testing. Other papers are presenting the details
of the ancillary BioBot systems, such as the autonomous umbilical tending robot [3], a BioBot-compatible spacesuit
simulator for Earth analogue testing and discussion of BioBot implications for flight spacesuits [4], and crew interfaces
(controls, displays, and restraints) for the BioBot operator [5].

A. Lunar Design and BioBot Concept Requirements

The following are an applicable subset of rover performance-related requirements used to design the initial lunar
rover concepts, all of which informed the Earth-analogue rover design discussed in this paper:
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• Rover shall have a maximum operating speed of at least 4 m/sec on level, flat terrain – This corresponds to 14.4
kph, based on the published LRV top speed of 13 kph, although the LRV Operations Handbook [6] states that
the LRV is “uncontrollable” above 10 kph (2.8 m/sec).

• Rover shall be designed to accommodate a 0.3 m obstacle at minimal velocity – This sets a minimum ground
clearance of 30 cm, comparable to the 35 cm ground clearance for the LRV.

• Rover shall be designed to accommodate a 0.1 m obstacle at a velocity of 2.5 m/sec – This was deemed a
reasonable value for an obstacle which could be safely driven over at a nominal cruise speed.

• Rover shall be designed to safely accommodate a 20° slope in any direction at a speed of at least 1 m/sec and
including the ability to start and stop – The Lunar Exploration Science Working Group study of 1995 found
that, for general access to anywhere on the moon, rovers should be capable of ascending and descending a
25° slope. This did not look at the dynamics of locomotion, including the interactions of slopes with turning
and acceleration limits, or the increasing difficulty of specifying motors and gearing for peak slopes while
accommodating desired maximum velocities. Since even younger craters with steeper wall slopes usually have
one or more ingress/egress routes with more limited slopes, the decision was made to adopt 20° as the maximum
slope including a worst-case turn and/or acceleration profile.

• The rover shall have a nominal sortie range of 54 km at an average speed of 2.5 m/sec – This is six hours of
constant driving on level terrain at 2.5 m/sec. On the basis of kinetic energy, it also equals 2.4 hours of driving
at the peak speed of 4 m/sec, with a total traverse distance of 34 km. This provides a significant energy margin
for sorties involving maximal slopes over extended distances.

• Rover shall be capable of carrying one 170 kg EVA crew and 80 kg of assorted payload in nominal conditions –
The nominal mass of the EVA crew was based on an 80 kg astronaut and a 90 kg spacesuit/life support system.
The 80 kg of additional payload was allocated for tools, science instruments, and samples.

• Rover shall be capable of also carrying a second 170 kg EVA crew in a contingency situation. Payload may be
jettisoned if design permits – Required for the redundancy element of the twin-rover architecture. Jettisoning
the nominal payload was left as an additional accommodation for the designers.

• A nominal sortie shall be at least eight hours long – This is based on the fact that later Apollo surface EVAs
were six hours or slightly more, and that the HLS requirement document [7] cites a standard EVA duration of
“6±2” hours. The intent was to ensure that the rover would not be the critical item in allowable sortie duration.

• Two rovers must be launched on a single CLPS lander – Fundamental to the concept, assuming that the addi-
tional capabilities of a more massive rover would not be sufficient to justify doubling the cost by delivering two
rovers to the surface via individual CLPS missions.

• A single rover shall mass ≤250 kg – This was based on the understanding that the Astrobotics Griffin rover had
a 500 kg payload limit, although no specific information was available at the time. Since the creation of these
requirements Astrobotics has announced that the Griffin payload limit is 475 kg [8], so the actual mass limit
should be 237 kg, or 166 kg to leave a 30% mass margin for this preliminary design.

Four initial concepts were designed in UMd’s 2020 ENAE788X class, and the most notable features of each design
were incorporated as an initial lunar rover to serve as foundation for the BioBot rover. The most notable features
included over-wheel steering, independent suspension for each wheel, and the ability to actively control the vehicle’s
chassis in roll, pitch, and height [1].

B. Earth Analogue Translational Design Summary

The VERTEX vehicle produced by the SSL is not a proto-flight copy of what the lunar rover should be. The vehi-
cle’s main goal is not to be tested in high-fidelity lunar simulant in confined locations for minute rover characteristic
studies. Rather, VERTEX is a research platform highly conducive for Earth-bound research with a vehicle with the
same capabilities as the lunar design outlined in section A. This means, with a university-level budget, the mechanisms
and systems designed and used are not flight-capable. Pneumatic tires, unsealed motors/gearboxes, unsealed linear
actuators, pneumatic springs, and open coiled springs are not suggestions from this rover that should be included in
a final Lunar design. In translating the lunar rover capabilities to an Earth system, significant mass increases were
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seen (details in Table 1), and various consumer-available products needed to be used within budgetary and resource
constraints. The inclusion of these Earth-restricted systems were focused on creating a rover capable of the same
performance with the exception of sortie distance and vehicle duration. It is not expected that the testing phases of the
rover be directly integrated with a long-duration testing program such as HI-SEAS in the near future but rather sup-
port shorter duration mobility experiments. If longer duration experiments are determined necessary by the planned
short-duration testing, the next iteration of VERTEX could be modified to accommodate increased range.

C. VERTEX as a Unique Platform for BioBot

Figure 2. VERTEX rover in a kneeling configuration

VERTEX is an Earth-analogue support
platform for testing human factors and EVA
umbilical tending of an unpressurized lu-
nar roving vehicle. The purpose of build-
ing and testing an Earth-analogue to a lu-
nar rover is to evaluate the effectiveness of
the rover’s unique capabilities in research-
friendly testing environments. VERTEX is
a student-focused research platform for the
Space Systems Laboratory’s (SSL) BioBot
concept; creating a rover development pro-
gram that achieves competitive performance
to desired lunar capabilities in local simula-
tion environments will significantly bolster
research efforts for a comparatively low cost.

The rover is designed to be controlled by
a single astronaut, allowing the paired astro-
naut to either sit and manually control or walk with the rover autonomously tracking and following, discussed further
in section II.C. The walkback contingency criterion is effectively eliminated as VERTEX is capable of carrying two
astronauts in a contingency scenario, with each EVA crew member provided a rover for nominal exploration. As
detailed in a prior publication [1], the lunar versions of Biobot were designed such that two systems, including the
rovers, could be launched on a single Commercial Lunar Payload Services (CLPS) landers for pre-emplacement prior
to arrival of an Artemis surface crew.

VERTEX offers unique platform capabilities to support EVA activities, including providing a stable platform for
a robotic umbilical management system [3] through automated chassis leveling. This also allows VERTEX additional
support capability for accommodating the limited flexibility of spacesuits by kneeling during ingress or egress as seen
in Figure 2. A set of series-elastic linear actuators allow VERTEX to individually adjust drive wheel position and,
by extension, chassis pitch and roll angles. Designed for pitch and roll compensation of 30° and 40° respectively,
this capability allows the rover to remain robustly stable during steep slope climbing and compensate for angular
displacement of the astronaut’s bodies. A small group of test subjects reported discomfort levels beginning at ≈
12° pitch and ≈ 10° roll when experiencing pure angular displacements in the SSL laboratory. This suggests the
importance of angle compensation for this Earth-analogue platform, but it should be noted that astronauts in reduced
gravitation environments may perceive these adjustments to a lesser extent [9].

D. Earth-Analogue vs. Lunar

The design effort in transitioning from a notional lunar rover design is outlined in a previous publication [1]. When
making the Earth analogue, considerable effort was placed in preserving lunar-design capabilities at the expense of
mass and power in every subsystem. The focus of the rover is not to accurately represent the lunar design requirements
like launch configurations, CLPS landing mass, or lunar environment compatible mechanisms (e.g., no extensive drive
motor/gearbox sealing, pneumatic tires, gas struts, non-sealed linear actuators, etc.) but rather focus on the rover’s
expected performance capabilities in slope climbing, steering, and mechanical proportions for human factors testing.
Field testing of the Earth analogue will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of VERTEX’s unique features and thus
inform the design of future extreme-terrain lunar rovers.

The effects of Earth’s greater gravity caused a positive feedback loop (spiral engineering) where rover mass had
to increase continuously to achieve equal capabilities to the lunar case. Beginning with payload, the rover must carry
samples, tools, the BioBot umbilical handling arm, and up to 2 EVA astronauts in a contingency. With all of these
being 6 times heavier in 1g, the drive system and deck-leveling must increase in mass and power to compensate. With
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Figure 3. 40° Cross slope capability Figure 4. 30 ° Up slope capability

the increase in power comes an increase in battery, motor driver, wiring, and thermal management mass. To carry all
of the above, the structure must increase in strength and mass. Of course, the propagation comes full circle when the
need for equal traverse capabilities requires the drive system to be stronger once again.

The resulting mass of the current VERTEX design is shown in table 1 compared to the original lunar design, with
the masses split by subsystem. Of special note is the extreme difference in motor/gearbox mass. The lunar version used
a heritage actuator design to the SSL’s DYMAFLEX (DYnamic MAnipulator FLight EXperiment) robotic manipulator,
which was designed as a small 4-degree-of-freedom satellite servicing robot using a frameless brushless DC motor
and harmonic drive system, outputting up to 93 Nm for hill-climbing on the moon at ≈100 W. The Earth drive motors
were especially subject to the spiral engineering mentioned above, in specific the rising ratios of structural mass to
required torque. A framed brushless DC motor and 1:33 planetary gearset were ultimately selected producing 278
Nm of continuous torque capability at each wheel. This results in an increase of 298% of torque at a cost of 1,690%
increase in mass over the lunar specifications. One significant cause for such the large increase in mass relates to
the difference in use between a frameless motor and housing-less gearbox for the lunar design. The framed motor
and housed gearbox add a large amount to the Earth subtotals, and the actual housings were considered structural
mass in the lunar design phases. Similarly, the “Steering” category has been summed separately because the original
lunar design employed skid-steering rather than the 360° independent steering that is seen on VERTEX due to large
loads. The lunar version will be revised to include independent steering, and a more similar segmentation of hub
motor structure mass to VERTEX for a more complete comparison in the future. Overall, it is interesting that this
preliminary comparison shows a ≈6:4 ratio rather than a 1:1 ratio between increasing gravity and increasing overall
rover mass from a preliminary design.

This 6:4 ratio likely stems from two main factors. The first is likely from the lunar design following an idealized
focus using a traditional frameless brushless DC motor and Harmonic Drive combination in a lightweight aluminum
housing. The final Earth drive system for VERTEX using a consumer-available housed brushless motor with integrated
dynamic brake and encoder, with a large planetary gearset from Harmonic Drive was the only way to achieve the torque
required for positive drawbar pull in a cost-efficient way (including significant sponsorships from manufacturers).
None of these systems are optimized for mass, but rather maximize available torque for price in systems available
commercially at our level that matched the required speed. This resulted in an increase of 1,690% in mass of the
drive system alone, contributing significantly to the ≈6:4 ratio. Secondary, the system core structures were ultimately
decided to be manufactured from mild steel rather than the aluminum selection from the lunar design. This was done
mostly for ease of manufacturing, repair, and accessibility to the student researchers building the rover. For example,
the core chassis is a welded square tube structure made of steel, which is significantly easier to weld at an entry-level
than aluminum, and it also allows for easy future modifications with welding or repair at higher yield stresses. This
structure increase had an additional primary driving constraint to support the much more powerful suspension in large
planes on either side of the operator seat. The original notional lunar chassis was a welded aluminum frame, at ≈17%
the structural mass of the produced Earth chassis.
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Table 1. Mass summary table comparing the current VERTEX Earth-analogue design to the lunar design. Note: Mo-
tor/Gearbox describe the drive components exclusively. Deck-level actuators fall under Suspension. Batteries do not have
equal storage.

II. Mobility Systems Design

Figure 5. VERTEX mobility system diagram

A. Manual Steering and Suspension Control

As the BioBot rover system must be able to navigate its environment both autonomously and when being piloted
by an astronaut, a variety of steering and control modes are required for the astronaut to make the most of the system’s
many degrees of freedom. As VERTEX is designed as a test platform to, in part, evaluate how an astronaut would drive
such a high-degree-of-freedom vehicle, three different qualities of the suspension/steering system must be commanded
either independently or cooperatively depending on the manual control mode: the wheel steering, the deck angle, and
the deck height.

Multiple steering modes are being investigated for field testing and will each be selectable by the rover driver
during operation. Traditional Ackermann steering, which will be familiar to most test operators or astronauts, will be
the primary means of steering-only control, with double-Ackermann steering (with the back wheels also rotating to
enable turning) also selectable as a control mode. BioBot’s unique configuration also offers other means of steering
and driving control, including a turn-in-place option (or, indeed, selectable turning point selection via a joystick and
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graphical user interface for visualization) and “crab steering”, with the wheels rotating to all turn in a given direction
to allow the rover to drive independent of chassis orientation. All these steering options will be able to be run in
conjunction with either autonomous suspension control or manual deck positioning, discussed below.

Simultaneously with the steering of the rover, the deck angle must be controlled in order to ensure proper rover
operation. In most scenarios, especially those utilizing chassis-dependent payloads like the umbilical tending arm, it
will be desired to keep the deck level relative to the local gravity vector. As such, the primary control mode for deck
angle will autonomously zero the deck pitch and roll as different obstacles are encountered using an inverse kinematics
solver and treating the rover suspension as a parallel manipulator. For more direct manual control, a joystick will also
be available to control the deck pitch and roll in both velocity control mode, in which releasing the joystick will keep
the deck at the specified angle; and position control mode, in which releasing the joystick will reset the suspension to
a “neutral” position relative to the wheels instead of the gravity vector. All of these will be oriented using multiple
inertial measurement units (IMU’s) onboard the rover chassis itself.

Lastly, the height of the deck relative to the wheels can also be modified: multiple possible limb orientations can
be selected to yield a given deck angle, each corresponding to a different deck height above the ground. By default, the
system will choose a height to enable maximum flexibility to adjust the suspension up or down in order to better deal
with obstacles and slopes. Like deck angle, there will also be position- and velocity-based control modes for the user
to specify deck heights during operations, which may be useful for adjusting to certain obstacles or manually lowering
the rover’s center of gravity. Further discussion of the complex driver-interfaces necessitated by this high-DOF rover
can be found in a concurrent publication [5].

B. Deck-Angle Actuators

Figure 6. Surfaces and point generated for the final placement of the actuator and struts. Max/Min Extension surfaces
cannot be approximated as planes since they are slightly concave and not parallel. The difference between the two defines
minimum stroke length, and the Max Force surface describes a two-point wheel contact scenario.

One of the features that makes VERTEX unique is its ability to individually position its wheels with respect to the
rover deck. This is accomplished by mounting the swingarm structure that supports the wheels onto a central pivot
whose angle is controlled by an electric linear actuator (see Fig. 5). A total of 60° of motion is required from each of
the swingarms to allow the deck to remain horizontal while climbing up 30° slopes since each swingarm is roughly half
the total length of the rover. Because VERTEX is smaller in width than length, designing for the up-slope capability
resulted in superior cross-slope capability of 40° (Fig. 3). The overall system is called the “active suspension” because
it allows the rover to actively respond to the terrain in order to improve stability in addition to the passenger’s ride.
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In designing the active suspension system, there were several factors that had to be balanced: the (X,Y) mount-
ing position of the actuator in the swingarm plane and the mounting distance of its connection along the swingarm
itself. These variables affected the force the actuator needed to counteract the vehicle’s weight as well as the mini-
mum/maximum extension of the actuator across the -5° to 55° rotation range of the swingarm (Fig. 7). Ideally the
actuator position would be chosen to maximize its leverage over the swingarm and minimize its load. However, ex-
cept for telescopic systems that are prone to deflection, the stroke of linear actuators is typically less than 40% of the
system’s fully extended length. Thus, the surfaces are cut-off where this stroke parameter is exceeded in the plots
generated for each mounting possibility in Fig. 6. To make matters more difficult, off-loading of the actuator via com-
pression gas struts was required to maximize actuation speed. Two 250 lb gas struts were mounted in parallel, outboard
of the linear actuator to take advantage of their larger stroke-to-length ratio and leverage. Once potentially feasible
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) parts were found, their measurements were imported into another MATLAB tool to
show their relative positioning throughout the swingarm sweep and to reject combinations that caused collisions (Fig.
7).

The final design uses a 2000 lb electric linear actuator combined with 500 lb of compression gas strut on each of the
4 swingarms to regulate VERTEX’s deck-angle. Due to the assembly’s geometry throughout a swing, the actuator’s
linear extension speed of 0.27 in/s converts into an exponential angular speed curve for the swingarm with a low of
1.8°/s at full extension, high of 9.6°/s at full retraction. This trend can be used to maximize ride comfort and response
when travelling at high speeds with the rover deck and center of gravity low, whereas the extended pose reserved for
hill-climbing or clearing large obstacles can be taken more slowly. With safety as a top priority, actuators with an
ACME screw mechanism were selected so that, even in the event of a power failure, the actuators would not backdrive
and collapse the vehicle. The static holding force of the actuators is also over 2-times higher than required with a full
payload, and additional gas struts could be added for larger payloads.

Figure 7. Tool for checking actuator and gas strut collisions across the swingarm’s 60° range of motion. Manufacturer-
provided measurements served as the input for drawing the devices to scale at their mounting positions.

C. Suspension Integration

The deck-angle actuators were designed to accommodate a 700kg lifting payload (with 100% margin for 2 point
contact scenarios) to accommodate sprung rover mass, astronaut with xEMU, umbilical arm, and additional payload.
The line of demarcation between sprung and unsprung mass is a difficult segmentation to precisely define in all
scenarios. A simplifying assumption leaning to the heavier side of sprung mass was made to place the dividing line on
the rover swingarms after all suspension component attachment points as shown in figure 10. This results in almost
exactly 250 kg of sprung rover mass, leaving nominally 450 kg for any chassis bound payloads needed, and 1150 kg
including margin. Subtracting the umbilical-tending manipulator to be attached (85kg), and including 183.6 kg for
xEMU architecture [10] leaves ≈ 180 kg pre-margin for a test subject and additional payload.

The high-density of suspension components in a small area presented challenges with integration. The combined
length of any spring damper system with the full extension of the linear actuators was too long for any direct in-line
system proposed (doubled the rover height), so a pivot system was designed. The spring dampers selected has a
compression force of 575 lbs and a stroke of 8.35“, which needed to be balanced proportionally with the forces seen in
the linear actuators in expected driving loads. It was decided to focus the suspension around the nominal payload case
of 700 kg as opposed to tuning for the 100% margin scenario. Ensuring the 700kg scenario would not compress the
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Figure 8. Suspension range of motion

spring dampers statically, ≈ 1300 lbs of linear actuator force was desired to start this compression of the series-elastic
component. A pivot point was designed to reduce overall volume of the system, with a lever ratio of 2.625 in and 5.75
in for the linear actuator and spring damper respectively. The design maximized the volume allotted in the chassis
while being very close to the goal force in easy fractional numbers for manufacturing. The spring damper is expected
to begin compress when 1,260 lbs seen in the linear actuator. One notable benefit of the pivot design is in allowing
other pivots to be designed and easily swapped with the originals to change these ratios as the rover’s design begins to
be tested and improved upon.

D. Caster & Camber Angle Adjustment

As the swingarms rotate through their full range of motion, the angle between the steering axis and the ground
plane diverges from 90°. When the wheels are pointing parallel to the longitudonal axis of the vehidle, this effect
translates directly to the caster-angle (φ ), and a 90° steering angle will translate this angle to be purely a camber-
angle (γ). Intermediate angles combine these angles, and will contribute to significant kinematic in-efficiencies as φ ,γ
increase [11], and an accommodating mechanism needed to be designed to reduce these effects. A triangle was created
between the swingarm and steering assembly using an adjustable pin and bar mechanism for manual angle control as
well as increasing out-of-plane rigidity.

Figure 9. Suspension design isometric view Figure 10. Lines of demarcation between sprung and unsprung
mass
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Figure 11. Caster (top) and camber (bottom) adjustments

E. Steering Design

Full 360° independent steering was chosen for VERTEX to maximize the rover’s agility in following astronauts,
especially with the expected payload of a large umbilical handling robot [3]. Prior SSL studies [1] outline the formulas
used to arrive at a required steering torque of 300 Nm, which has been accomplished using a brushless DC motor and
60:1 Harmonic Drive combination (Fig. 13).

While the over-wheel design was chosen to minimize necessary steering torque, immense loads must nevertheless
be reacted by the steering actuator because of the lever arm created between it and the wheel contact patch - especially
at large caster angles. As shown in Fig. 12, the combination of caster/camber angle with over-wheel steering on
such large wheels requires extreme bearing strength to sustain full vehicle roll-overs. In nominal driving cases the
caster/camber angle can still be in the 0°-40° range, where the rover will still regularly enter 2 or 3 contact-point
states that generate ≈ 10,000 lb bearing loads. Simple oil-lubricated composite bushings surrounding the harmonic
flexspline cup were selected over larger cylindrical or needle bearings to minimize the overall assembly size, which is
over 5.5” in diameter and 8.5“ tall. These radial bushings can be seen as thin gray parts between the purple housing
and the red geared output in Figure 13.

The structural arch that unites the over-wheel steering assembly to the wheel drive motors (most easily seen in the
bottom row of Fig. 11), is designed to crumple into the wheel with 1700 lb of combined loading. This corresponds to
a single-wheel tip-over of the vehicle. Requiring this arch structure and the caster-adjustment structure to fail earlier
than more critical systems helps prevent damage to the more expensive steering and drive motor assemblies.

F. Electrical Design

The VERTEX electrical system underwent several descopes and modification since the previous publication. No-
tably, a removal of battery fast charging, and a restructuring of the power delivery system. VERTEX was originally
designed to be able to complete two full battery charge/discharge cycles in a single day. However, upon review it
was found that a two-sortie test day was not plausible. The required time for setup, test, evaluation, and cleanup did
not leave sufficient room for a second sortie during the same day. Furthermore, quick charging introduces additional
logistical complexities, such as the acquisition of a 10KW power source, and any necessary permits/authorization to
operate one. For example, many state/national parks restrict the usage of gas generators, and/or require permits to
operate one. For these reasons, and to reduce the complexity of the initial version of VERTEX, fast charging was
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Figure 12. Radial bearing load on the steering assembly in various load-
ing cases. Full weight at 90° would indicate a complete rollover onto one
wheel. The 50%-25% load cases at angles of 0°-40° show nominal loads
in 2-4 point contact scenarios.

Figure 13. Cross-section of the steering ac-
tuator assembly. Dark gray = motor & har-
monic, white/blue/purple = stationary housings,
light/dark red = load-bearing output.

dropped. Should the need arise for fast charging, it can be retrofitted to the system with minimal modification to the
existing circuitry.

VERTEX is powered by a 32-cell Lithium Iron Phosphate battery, running at a nominal voltage of 96 V, and
capacity of 10 kWh. The system tops out at 300 A sustained current output, but is capable of surging to 1000 A for
30 s. Figure 14 details the primary consumers of power. Note that the power handling electronics immediately after
the battery are only protection and interconnect circuits - there is no power conversion between the battery and wheel
motor drivers. This is due to the high power consumption of the wheel motors, which at full speed draw 17 kW when
on flat terrain, and up to 34 kW at full speed hill climb. The remaining actuator systems will draw approximately 6 kW
at full load. Assuming ≈ 20 kW of continuous draw traveling continuously at near full speed across mildly varying
terrain, we expect ≈ 7 km of range from the vehicle. However, it is not expected that the vehicle travel at full speed
continuously for such distances in completing experiments and gathering testing data, and power consumption will be
highly dependent on steering and suspension mode selection as well as terrain conditions.

This system is not designed to be a perfect analogue of lunar drive capabilities in all aspects. Budgetary and safety
restrictions limited battery technology purchase, and the Earth drive motors requiring ≈288x more power than the
lunar design significantly reduces expected range from similar sized battery packs. As a research vehicle, in-field
recharging during break times or slow overnight charging are accessible options.

The rover utilizes a split control scheme, where multiple independent control boards are used to control certain sets
of axes. A Galil DMC-4143 4 Axis controller is connected to 4 Advanced Motion Controls AB100C200 motor drivers
for the traction motors. A separate DMC-4183 controller connects to a set of 8 AB50A100 motor drives to control
both steering and suspension motors. A second DMC-4183 is connected to a set of 6 AB50A100 drivers to control the
arm. The DMC controllers close the servo loop at the hardware level, but do not execute any kind of high-level control.
Instead, a ruggedized vehicle PC mounted on the chassis performs all high-level tasks and sends motor commands to
the DMC controllers. The closure of the servo loop at the DMC controller allows for the performance requirements
of the onboard PC to be greatly relaxed, as it does not have to run 16 real-time servo controllers. The entire system
communicates over a standard fast Ethernet network, using COTS hardware. This allows for easy interconnect, and
simple debugging. The network also connects to a Galil RIO-47300 I/O card, which provides the system with sufficient
I/O pins to drive the operator interface.
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Figure 14. Major power distribution in the VERTEX system

III. Rover Autonomy and Control

A. Software Architecture

Figure 15. Overview of the SSL robot-agnostic software ar-
chitecture and open source mapping package used [12] [13].

In order to mediate the BioBot system’s autonomy,
the rover’s software will utilize the open-source Robot
Operating System (ROS) as the primary control system
[14]. The SSL has developed robot-agnostic software
architecture using ROS for its serial manipulators, with
much of the overall architecture being immediately ap-
plicable to rovers and parallel robotic systems such as
VERTEX without significant modification. Addition-
ally, ROS enables the design of a modular software ar-
chitecture: as the software needs to run. A simplified
physics model of the robot is able to interface with the
physics simulator Gazebo through ROS as well, allowing
for the testing of the same software run on the physical
VERTEX rover itself with simulated actuators and sen-
sors before final hardware implementation [15]. Figure
15 provides an overview of the VERTEX rover software
architecture, detailing relevant ROS packages and soft-
ware processes.

B. VERTEX Suspension Limb Kinematics

As discussed above, the suspension of VERTEX
consists of four limbs connecting the steering assemblies to the chassis, each of which is positioned by a linear
actuator and supported by a spring-damper system that serves as passive suspension. In the control software, simple
nodes convert linear actuator positions and velocities to rotational velocities of the limbs about their respective joint
axes. Note that, as discussed above, camber angle adjustment of joint 2 is positioned manually ahead of time. Figure
16 and Table 2 overview the kinematics of each limb in more detail.
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Figure 16. DH parameters of the front right leg. Other leg frames and
axes are similarly aligned.

Joint i αi−1 ai−1 (m) di (m) θi

1 0 0.051 0 θ1

2 0 0.806 0 θ2*
3 -90° 0.051 -0.686 θ3

4 90° 0 0 θ4

Table 2. DH parameters of the front right leg.
Each joint is revolute, but θ2 is not actuated and
is set manually. The table follows the modified
DH format described in Criag (2005) [16].

C. Autonomous Motion Planning

1. Astronaut Tracking

Critical to the BioBot’s capabilities is the ability to track its paired astronaut autonomously and generate trajectories
around obstacles to follow them as the astronaut conducts surface operations. To ensure that the rover knows both the
position and orientation of the astronaut, the vision system onboard the rover tracks AprilTag fiducial markers printed
on the astronaut’s spacesuit [17]. As these fiducial markers would often be obscured by glare, dust, or astronaut
orientation, however, other methods of astronaut tracking using more complicated vision processing tools that are
more robust to such obstacles are currently being investigated. The topic of astronaut tracking covered in considerably
more detail in a corresponding paper on the BioBot architecture’s autonomous umbilical handling capabilities, as
the same software is used for both positioning the BioBot umbilical arm and orienting the rover towards its paired
astronaut independently of the umbilical system [3].

2. Mapping

The BioBot system’s need to follow an astronaut autonomously over rough terrain is a difficult problem to tackle,
requiring the rover to not only be aware of the astronaut’s position and the rover’s own internal odometry, but also be
knowledgeable about the surrounding terrain’s slopes and potential obstacles. The fact that a human may be agile to
overcome certain obstacles that the rover cannot only compounds the complexity of this issue: if a human can step
over a large rock or pit, having the rover be intelligent enough not to blindly drive after the astronaut and encounter
the environmental hazard, instead planning a safer and more efficient path.

The rover will use a suite of sensors connected to the core ROS software to perceive and map its environment.
Primary terrain mapping is accomplished via the use of an array of Intel RealSense D435i cameras, RGB-D sensors
capable of providing both camera images and depth feedback to identify obstacles. The D435i also possesses integrated
IMU’s which will be used by the mapping software to generate accurate robot-relative terrain maps. Testing is being
conducted in simulation to determine the optimal positioning of these sensors on the rover, but placing one camera at
the front and one on each of the left and right sides of the chassis has worked to help generate a detailed terrain map.
As each rover’s dimensions vary wildly, the positioning of these sensors will be determined experimentally through
both simulation and field testing to ensure accurate environmental measurements are achieved.

Mapping the terrain for motion planning also poses unique challenges: the unstructured terrain and potential large
slopes that the BioBot system must navigate are not conducive to simple motion planning. Indeed, the core open-
source navigation and mapping packages for ROS are not designed for planning in any environment more complicated
than a flat plane, necessitating more comprehensive methods of motion planning and mapping are required. To map
the environment, the BioBot system will utilize the Robot-Centric Elevation Mapping ROS package developed by
ANYbotics, which uses RGB-D, stereo, and/or LIDAR images to create and categorize terrain maps of surrounding
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environments for mobile robots like BioBot [12] [13]. The resultant slope maps will be used to generate a costmap
of the environment and of potential trajectories for BioBot to take when following an astronaut or autonomously
travelling to a miscellaneous objective.

3. Trajectory Planning

The BioBot system’s motion planning challenges are unique among planetary rover concepts. In addition to the
challenge of path planning in difficult terrain as described above, the system must calculate and complete these plans in
a manner that is helpful to and predictable by the astronauts that BioBot is paired with. The trajectories generated must
be fast enough to keep up with an astronaut conducting surface operations in order to both keep the astronaut in sight
and keep the majority of the weight of the umbilical borne by the BioBot mobile manipulator system instead of putting
that burdern on the astronaut. These different challenges create conflicting requirements for both solution speed and
optimality that must be balanced for a successful motion planning solution. Two methods of motion planning are
being explored for this application simultaneously: grid-based paths followed by a trajectory controller on the rover;
and more detailed trajectories directly taking rover dynamics into account using random sampling.

For grid based planning, the Field D* algorithm is a flight-proven method of generating organic trajectories to a
goal in a grid-based map [18]. Field D* has the distinct advantage of producing organic trajectories in a 2D grid:
instead of stepping between square grid segments in an angular and inefficient means, the rover linearly interpolates
between nodes of similar costs, allowing for much more organic and efficient paths. This capability is especially
important due to the rover’s close interaction with human astronauts, as the paired astronaut should be able to approx-
imately predict the rover’s path over terrain for safety and efficiency purposes. The map generated by the Elevation
Mapping package is converted into a costmap for the rover that takes the slope of the terrain and presence of obstacles
into account, allowing for the rover to generate trajectories through a grid and replan as new obstacles are discovered.
There are complications to this algorithm, however: the fact that both the rover position and the astronaut position
will change over time means that the plan must often be recompiled from scratch at each step, which will inevitably
increase the processing time of the problem. This will be mitigated by changing the rover’s goal position only when
the astronaut moves out of the arm’s reach of the previous goal point instead of planning to the astronaut’s location
continuously.

Grid based planning via Field D*, however, has limited resolution in true rough terrain and does not directly
consider the dynamics of the rover, leaving such concerns to the costmap and a trajectory-following controller instead.
As such, random sampling that directly considers the rover’s overall trajectory is also being investigated. SST—the
stable spare RRT algorithm—and its asymptotically optimal variant SST* offer fast solutions to motion planning
problems on dynamically complex vehicles [19]. Unlike commonly used random sampling algorithms like RRT* and
RRT#, SST* offers the additional advantage of not requiring a closed-form solution to the vehicle’s dynamics, instead
propagating the dynamics forward between samples and optimizing motion with whatever time is left for planning.
This non-reliance on closed-form kinodynamic solutions is especially helpful in a high degree of freedom system such
as VERTEX, and the anytime nature of SST* allows for paths to be improved over time but for generated trajectories to
be followed prior to perfect optimization. In the event that this algorithm does not reliably find and optimize a solution
quickly enough on onboard hardware, alternate random sampling methods will be investigated, including biasing the
SST algorithm with an RRT* solution generated using a simplified model of the rover dynamics. These algorithms
will enable the VERTEX rover and overall BioBot system to generate trajectories in unexplored environments during
surface operations and maintain life support connection to its paired astronaut.

IV. Looking Forward

A. Hardware Assembly

The rover is nearing the end-stages of completion, and is expected to have its first driving tests performed in early
summer. Figure 17 shows the current completion of the rover chassis, with full integration of linear actuators, gas
struts, and spring dampers. Figure 18 shows a wheel, gearbox, and drive motor assembly during a test fit. Interfacing
and support hardware for the wheels is in the final fit and integration stages with small adjustments to guarantee proper
alignment and documentation efforts.
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Figure 17. Chassis Progress To Date Figure 18. Wheel Assembly Test Fit

B. Planned Testing

A few locations are currently under negotiation for testing use including Maryland Department of Natural Re-
sources off-road vehicle (ORV) trails, a private ORV complex, a disused rock quarry, and an outdoor facility at the
Aberdeen Proving grounds. A few different phases of testing are currently being planned including : 1) Human control
interface testing, 2) Autonomous astronaut tracking/following, and 3) Rover capability verification.

1. Human Interface Testing

Local on-site testing across the university is expected to encompass a majority of the control testing to allow
both a large-variety of personnel available and close proximity to the SSL machine shop for rapid iterations. Urban
environment obstacles such as staircases, curbs, steep grassy hills, and parking lots will allow inexperienced operators
to safely operate VERTEX in safe yet semi-challenging environments and provide feedback for design improvements.

2. Autonomous Feature Testing

Rover autonomy will be tested in gradual phases. Local testing in various lighting conditions will be used to test
the validity and quantify the performance of tracking strategies such as AprilTags. Control strategies in managing the
active umbilical management arm and the rover mobility in collaboration with eachother will need to be refined based
on human activity and interaction.

3. Rover Capability Verification

Challenging terrain will be required to push VERTEX into the verification zone including 30° slopes with loose
soils, cratered areas, and large rock formations. Off-site locations will be used as a pseudo-lunar environment, and
the testing will thoroughly test systems such as the automated chassis-leveling, astronaut boarding/deboarding, robotic
umbilical tending feasibility, and multi-astronaut emergency transport capabilities.
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